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Foreword
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

This booklet explains specific ways you can improve the energy efficiency of
your new home.
If you are thinking about building a new home, affordability is without a doubt
a key concern. But it’s worth considering that affordability is about more than
just the initial costs of construction. Energy and water costs are rising, and the
affordability equation needs to include the other costs you will incur over the
life of your new home.
This booklet focuses on how to build an energy efficient home. The companion
guide, Your 6-Star Guide to operating an energy efficient home provides tips
about how to use energy wisely in your new home – sort of a ‘users guide’ to
living in an energy-efficient home.
The Sustainable Energy Association (SEA) is pleased that all homes built in
Western Australia now comply with the 6-star energy efficiency standards, as
explained in this guide. These standards will help extend our natural resources
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Best of all for the homeowner, the energy efficiency standards – together with
wise use of energy – will save money over the life of your new home and ‘future
proof’ your investment. Those are savings you can use in other ways, whether
it’s on creature comforts, reinvestment or paying off your mortgage.

Kirsten Rose
CEO, Sustainable Energy Association of Australia
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“If you are thinking about building a new home,
affordability is without a doubt a key concern”.
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What is 6-Star?
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

Did you know that many of Australia’s existing homes are not very energy
efficient and responsible for approximately 13% of our energy use? That
equates to 10% of our total greenhouse gas emissions1.
As Australia’s population grows, the need to build more energy efficient homes
is clear. It has been estimated that 20% of the housing stock in WA in 10 years’
time is yet to be built2.
Since May 2012, 6-Star home ratings became mandatory as per the Building
Code of Australia for Western Australia3. The overall objective is to ensure that
every part of your home that is in some way energy dependent, meets – or even
succeeds – the 6-Star energy rating.
What is a star rating?
Just like household appliances have star-rating systems, the energy efficiency
of a home can also have a nationally rated star system. The more stars on a
scale of one to ten, the more the natural comfort level of a home, and the less
energy (and money) it will waste.
The higher a home’s star rating, the lower the need for artificial heating or
cooling, for more months of the year. So, how comfortable a home is naturally,
has a direct relationship to its electricity and gas usage, with more energy
efficient homes resulting in lower energy bills, reduced greenhouse emissions,
and reductions in peak energy usage3.
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6-Star Rating:
COMFORT
Up to 5°C warmer
in winter and 10°C
cooler in summer.
ENERGY SAVINGS
Up to 25% more
energy efficient
for heating and
cooling.
HOUSEHOLD
BUDGET SAVINGS
Save up to $110
per year on energy
bills.
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Benefits and costs of 6-Star
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

The benefits of building 6-Star homes are as wide as they are far-reaching.
Beyond the significant overall running cost benefits, there are also general
improvements to quality of life, as well as to the greater community, such as
better management of electricity and gas networks4.
Future proofing
Anyone in charge of paying a household bill will be all too aware that electricity
prices have increased significantly. Unfortunately, no relief is in sight. In fact,
Western Australian electricity prices have increased by 78% since 20095.
! Download a copy of our companion guide Your 6-Star Guide to operating an
energy efficient home for simple ways to get the best savings out of your new
6-star home.
Diagram 1: Energy Use in Australian Homes
Cooking 4%

Diagram 2: Benefits and Costs Guide

Stand-by Power 3%

Lighting 7%

Heating &
Cooling 38%

Fridge &
Freezers
7%

Other
Appliances
16%

Source: (Sustainability House 2010)

Water Heating 25%

Source: (Australian Government 2012)
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If these trends are anything to go by, energy usage in the household is going
to be an ongoing expense that’s only going to rise, making 6-Star rated homes
even more attractive. While the one-off initial cost will eventually be forgotten,
the savings will be enjoyed for a lifetime.
But what about when it comes to selling your home?
A policy measure currently under development by the Government will require
owners of existing homes, flats and apartments who are looking to sell or lease
their properties to provide information on the home’s energy performance. The
policy scheduled for release in 2012 and still in development, is considered
inevitable and one way to future proof your home1.
While many people are unaware of this until now, the Australian Capital Territory
(ACT) has required existing homes to provide this information since 1999.
Early research into the ACT system has shown that buyers place more value
on homes that are more energy efficient; a value which translates to a higher
market value compared to less efficient homes6.
How much will I save?
The additional up front cost of building a 6-Star home is likely to be balanced
by the savings from living in one. In Western Australia, the following are some
of the savings estimated to apply to a typical 6-Star home in comparison to a
similar typical 5 Star home:
• 1,090 mega joules (MJ) of gas saved per household per year7. In dollar
terms this means a saving of around $40 per year (at today’s cost of
12.79c per unit, where 1 unit = 3.6MJ).*
• 985 MJ (or 274 kilowatt hours - kWh) of electricity saved per household per
year7. In dollar terms this means a saving of around $70, every year (at
today’s cost of 0.2488c per kWh).*
It’s worth keeping in mind that your exact savings and costs will depend to
a degree on block orientation and how you live in a home. For example the
appliances you use and for how long you use them. When choosing which
block to purchase, finding one with a good orientation to suit north-facing living
areas is often a minimal to nil investment. Any investment made to secure a
well-orientated block is likely to be less than the cost of installing evaporative
air conditioning.
*Note: Data and results taken from reducing energy used for lighting by 17%, and a 22.3% reduction
in required energy loads for a typical WA household.
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General well-being / quality of life benefits
While cost is an unavoidable factor for most households, it’s important to take
into consideration how 6-Star sustainable homes can benefit us beyond the hip
pocket. Take a moment to ponder the following key points:
• Enjoy an improvement in indoor air quality and a reduction in temperature
fluctuations8.
• The improvements to lighting, ventilation and temperature in more
sustainable homes is known to positively affect common physical ailments
such as loss of concentration, headaches, eyestrain, lethargy and mucosal
symptoms8.
• By embracing the winter sun, you’ll enjoy a more comfortable home all year
round. This has a direct relationship to family unity, with families coming
together to spend time in the most comfortable part of the home.
• Improve your education as you discover how simple it is to be more energy
efficient around the home.
• Last but not least, don’t underestimate how good it can feel to reduce your
carbon footprint and do your bit to look after the earth.
How much will it cost to comply?
Whilst it is difficult to give an exact number, according to the Building
Commission of WA, the average added cost of building a $200,000 home in
Western Australia, and to make it 6-Star compliant is approximately between
0.2% – 2%2.
If your builder has a good 6-Star understanding, the scale and the know-how,
these changes can be affordable. After all, incorporating energy efficiency
principles at the conception stage of your home is generally much more
affordable, and some may be able to be incorporated for no additional cost, as
opposed to attempting to alter an unsatisfactory design later down the track.
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Source: An 8.5-Star home. Photo
courtesy Impressions the Home Builder
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How do you achieve a 6-Star home?
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

Achieving a 6-Star rating is the culmination of numerous design elements
working together for the right climate zone. Here are just some suggestions
that can increase a home’s star-rating:
• Consider the home’s location, and how it is orientated on the block.
• Place non-habitable rooms such as laundries and bathrooms to the east
and west, bedrooms to the south and main living rooms such as dining and
meals to the north.
• Keep size in mind, as the bigger the home, the more difficult it is to get
higher star ratings.
• Purposefully minimise wall area by avoiding complex floor plans that can
increase the external wall area.
• Maximise north windows and minimise western, southern and eastern
windows. Minimise window glazing on eastern and western windows.
• Plan proper shading for windows.
• Choose a flued gas heater instead of gas negus points.
• Increase ceiling insulation to R4.
• Consider wall cavity insulation, target east and west facing walls.
• Consider floor treatments such as floor tiles to living areas.
• Utilise ceiling fans.
• Choose energy efficient lighting, including use of sensors.
• Identify areas that can be ‘zoned’ or closed off.
• Seal doors, windows, vents, and exhaust fans (self-sealing exhaust fans
are an option).
• Consider tinted or double-glazed windows.
• Consider outside colour (roof and walls).
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If you have already chosen a block, your builder should offer a number of
houses that are already 6-Star to suit the orientation and ‘climate zone’ of your
existing block.
If you have not already chosen a block, your builder can help you choose
a block with an orientation that best suits your favourite home design and
optimise your overall energy rating.

Seasonal Sun Movement
The Sun’s movement during summer

The Sun’s movement during winter

Source: (Murdoch University 2012)
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What is the Assessment Process?
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

The 6-Star regulations require greater stringency of the Building Code
of Australia’s Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) requirements; meaning in most
circumstances builders will find it easier and cheaper to obtain professional
compliance advice from an energy efficiency assessor. Importantly, this
assessor MUST be accredited under the Nationwide House Energy Rating
Scheme (NatHERS).
Your assessor will utilise computer simulations to determine a home’s level of
thermal comfort. This is achieved by considering multiple aspects of the home
including its layout, window and shading orientation (in regards to the local
climate), and the construction of its roof, walls, windows and floor. When all
features have been considered, the assessor has the information needed to
determine the home’s rating. This process will also uncover cost-effective ways
to optimise energy efficiency, helping home’s to obtain full building compliance
by securing a greater rating.
As you would expect, it’s much easier and more cost effective to increase a
home’s energy rating at the design phase. Therefore, it’s important to engage
your accredited assessor early so that they can have input at the design stage
of the home. That way, the home can be built with confidence knowing that it
meets the requirements and won’t require last-minute alterations.
Trained NatHERS Assessors by State
ACT 1%
WA 33%
NSW 40%

VIC 13%

NT 1%
TAS 4% SA 2%

QLD 6%

Source: Association of Building Sustainability Assessors (2013)
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Is your builder 6-Star savvy?
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

Building your new 6-Star home is an exciting journey and you may have a lot of
questions. Therefore it’s important to choose the right home builder to help
guide you through the process.
But how do you choose the right one?
Start with the following list of questions. Make sure you ask these questions
upfront, to avoid finding out important information once it’s too late.
• How long have you been in the industry?
• What experience do you have with sustainability?
• Do you have 6-Star designs already?
• Can you design a home to suit the orientation of my block?
• How long will it take you to rate my home’s energy efficiency?
Also, keep an eye out for builders who have won awards for sustainable building
design. This shows they are proactive in building sustainable homes, and can
share their knowledge and experience with you.
Of course you will always be able to include your personal touches. Discuss
your needs and compliance with the 6-Star requirements with your builder.
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Debunking the myths
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

Lack of knowledge or understanding can easily lead to false beliefs or rumours.
Certainly, with any significant change, it’s wise to arm yourself with as much
information as possible, so reading this booklet is a good start. Then talk to a
builder that knows what they are talking about.
Here we’ll highlight just some of the myths or rumours surrounding 6-Star
building design:
Myth: It costs more for good design.
Fact: When it comes to designing homes, the clever use of space and
materials is nothing new, with a good design often costing less than a poor
one. Sustainability is just one of many principles of good design, and often the
best benefits spring from the home’s orientation and the way it integrates with
the existing landscape and overall environment8.
Myth: Sustainable designs look odd.
Fact: Not true. Any skilled home designer will be able to incorporate sustainable
design principles without sacrificing the attractiveness or overall style of your
home. Of course, energy efficient home designs may look slightly different
than those homes designed with no regard for sustainability, but there is no
evidence to suggest that the style of a home will suffer. Have a look at what
your builder offers and see for yourself8.
Myth: Insulating walls is a waste of time; all heat flows through the windows.
Fact: While it is true that windows can be where much heat is lost or gained,
ALL insulation reduces heat flow, and therefore its application is never a waste.
Insulated walls remain at a temperature closer to the indoor air temperature,
resulting in a more comfortable environment. Wall insulation significantly
contributes to a 6-Star home energy rating8.
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Myth: When it comes to air-conditioning, the bigger the better.
Fact: In a 6-Star home, your artificial heating and cooling needs will be reduced.
That means you don’t need to buy as large an air-conditioning or heating system
as you otherwise would have. In fact oversizing your air-conditioning or heating
system will be less efficient when running at part load, and the constant
cycling on and off has the ability to reduce its lifespan while preventing it from
dehumidifying the air properly. Save yourself some money and buy a smaller,
less powerful machine that suits the reduced energy requirements of your
home. Ensure you discuss this with your air-conditioning or heating system
supplier who traditionally sizes the units according to floor space8.
Myth: The home energy rating tools are flawed and generate different results
for the same plan.
Fact: The main accredited house energy rating tools in use are AccuRate,
BERSPro and FirstRate5. In 2010 each tool was independently audited by
experts to ensure consistency in ratings. They observed differences were less
than half a star and attributed in part to the difference to the way the tools
report i.e. BERSPro reports only half stars and AccuRate reports decimal stars.
Furthermore, the tools are complex and sophisticated and they rely on the input
of the operator so it is extremely important that those who have the appropriate
qualifications and skills conduct assessments. In 2012, the Select Council of
Climate Change approved the software tools protocol, which operates under
the NatHERS scheme. This gives further confidence that ratings generated by
all accredited tools are closely matched.
Myth: The costs of 6-Star compliance outweigh the benefits.
Fact: The original investigation into costs and benefits commissioned by the
Australian Government in 2009 suggested the direct costs of 6-Star outweigh
the benefits for a new home in WA by around $500. This report assumed
an average additional cost of $1,740 per home but many WA builders have
indicated they can do it cheaper, or at cost neutral. The cost of electricity in
WA has already increased by more than 30% since the report was published
which alone makes for a positive return. The report did not cost the value of
future-proofing nor the intangible benefits such as improvements in indoor air
quality. All of these factors undervalued the benefits, which the report could
not foresee back in September 2009.
The biggest saving of cost will come from careful planning during the design
phase. It will always be cheaper and more effective to design well and comply
with at least 6-Star, rather than incur greater costs to alter the design years
later.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Your 6-Star Guide to building an energy efficient home

What are the benefits of a 6-Star home?
A 6-Star home can use approximately 20% to 25% less energy for heating and
cooling than a similar-sized 5-Star home. This results in cheaper energy bills,
reduced greenhouse gas emissions and less pressure on WA’s infrastructure2.
What buildings will the 6-Star requirement apply to?
6-Star requirements apply to all new homes and townhouses (class 1 buildings)
and enclosed garages (class 10a buildings) attached to class 1 buildings. Existing
buildings are also affected, as the requirement applies to all modifications such
as additions, alterations or re-locations2.
What design options are there to achieve a 6-Star house?
There are many options to achieve a 6-Star house with key features being good
block orientation, roof and wall insulation and energy efficient windows. See
page 10 for more options.
How will 6-Star future proof my home?
As a 6-Star home uses less energy, having a 6-Star home will in turn reduce
the impact of rising energy costs. Currently, the Government is also seeking to
extend the point of sale disclosure of energy performance to existing homes,
which has already been introduced into the commercial property sector.
Why is 6-Star Mandatory?
These regulations set minimum standards to eliminate worst practice. Building
a home less than 6-Stars is likely to increase your cost of living and decrease
your resale value in future.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Quick Answers to Frequently Asked Questions8

If heaters and air-conditioners are the problem why doesn’t the Government
regulate these instead?
The Government has regulated air-conditioners and heaters through Minimum
Energy Performance Standards “MEPS” since 2001. The minimum performance
standards have gradually increased much like minimum house energy ratings,
and the next hike has been brought forward to co-ordinate with the American
standards, which is planned for 20159.
Do the new requirements make building a house more expensive?
There may be an increase to upfront costs but these are likely to be paid back
by lower energy bills over time. The exact figure is dependent on design and
location, and how you live in your home.
How does solar power fit in to the rating system?
Solar power, including solar hot water systems and solar electricity systems
are not included in the energy rating tools. The energy rating tools are based
on home design and not ‘whole of home’ energy use. Solar power systems will
certainly go one step further and help save money on energy costs and help
save the environment. Many builders offer these products anyway and leading
builders are specifying them as a standard inclusion, or as a minimal price
upgrade.
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Further information
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Websites
Sustainable Energy Association of Australia
www.seaaus.com.au
Building Commission of WA
www.buildingcommission.wa.gov.au
Your Home ‘Design for Lifestyle and the Future’
www.yourhome.gov.au/technical

Association of Building Sustainability Assessors
www.absa.net.au

Home Appliance Energy Ratings
www.energyrating.gov.au

Living Greener
www.livinggreener.gov.au

NatHERs
www.nathers.gov.au
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The Sustainable Energy Association of Australia thanks all SEA members for their support
including our sponsoring members acknowledged below:

Disclaimer:
This booklet is published in good faith. Although SEA endeavours to ensure that the content is accurate
and up to date, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made to its accuracy or completeness.
Actual energy use and savings from energy efficiency will vary according to one’s tolerance to heat and cold,
how often they are at home and what appliances they use. The savings quoted are only an average saving as
reported in the published references. Pictures shown are for illustrative purposes only.
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